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TRANSPORT BOXES 
 Our transport boxes made of very strong plastic material 3 mm thick 
AkyLux® that can be autoclaved at 121 degrees C. and can later be 
recycled. Three types of boxes are delivered flat to save big costs for 
transport and save storage space. Self-build but no need for glue, staples 
or tools. Packed and sold per packs of 20 pieces in film. Always delivered 
with a free of charge 1/2 divider.


FBBL for mice or rats Floor dimensions: 43x30 cm, Surface:1.300 cm2, 
Height:16 cm. Ventilation windows are covered with air filters and protected 
by wire mesh to prevent escaping. The lid has an observation window 
covered by polycarbonate film. Available only as self-build. Ventilation 
windows on two sides. Eventually divided in 2 or 4 compartments.

FBBI AIR for mice or rats Floor dimensions: 43x30 cm, Surface:1.300 
cm2, Height:16 cm. The outside of the box is the same as the FBBL box but 
this box is designed especially for air transport. Ventilation windows on two 
sides. Entire interior (bottom, lid and side walls) are fully covered with wire 
mesh to prevent escaping. The lid has an observation window covered by 
polycarbonate film. Only available in ready made folded form. No 1/2 divider.

FBSL for mice Floor dimensions: 30x21,5 cm, Surface:645 cm2, Height:16 
cm. Ventilation windows on two sides. Ventilation windows are covered with 
air filters and protected by wire mesh to prevent escaping. The lid has an 
observation window covered by polycarbonate film. Available only as self-
build. Ventilation windows on two sides. Eventually divided in 2 or 4 
compartments.

OBMF Outer box The outer box is made of carton and can contain one 
FBBI or one FBBL box or two FBSL boxes. Filter on the inside and wire 
mesh on the outside. Also this box is delivered flat as self-build.
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An adapter for your Solid Drink® All objects inside a box could be 
dangerous for your animals. Therefor we have developed the AkyLux® 
adapter so you can place the Solid Drink® cup inside one of the two holes, 
this means that the cup will stay on a fixed position.


Specially for transport We have developed 56 gram cups and an adapter. 
You can put the cup in the adapter and remove the lid. The steep angle will 
be an aid to prevent pollution of the contents of the cup.

Advantages Cage enrichment already on board of the box. A place to hide 
for the animals. Safety for your animals.

Drinking source Will remain as clean as possible. Less mixing up with 
bedding material and droppings because of the protecting lid and the steep 
angle of the cup.


